Symmetry-based methodology for decision-rule identification in same--different experiments.
The standard practice of reducing every same-different data set to two numbers (hits and false alarms) is wasteful, because the response pattern to all four stimulus pairs carries information about the decision rule adopted by the observer. We describe eight rules organized in three families: differencing, covert classification, and likelihood ratio. We prove that each family produces a characteristic pattern of (in)equalities among the response probabilities. We propose two simple qualitative tests. Is the performance on stimulus pairs AA and BB statistically indistinguishable? If not, differencing and likelihood-ratio strategies can be rejected. Is the performance on pairs AB and BA indistinguishable? If not, covert classification can be rejected. We present algorithms for fitting two covert-classification models and illustrate the new methodology in a perceptual learning experiment on visual motion-direction discrimination. The standard assumption of symmetric decision criteria was violated.